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Pinch point fund deadline approaches
Local authorities have until 21 February to bid for their share of a £170 million pinch point fund
to remove bottlenecks after guidance to bidders was issued by the Department of Transport.
A total of £70m will be made available in the 2013/2014 financial year, with £100m to be
allocated in 2014/15. Examples of schemes which could qualify for the fund include provision
of new roads, junctions or roundabouts which would otherwise lead to traffic restrictions and
cause delays for traffic.

Find out more

Traffex 2013
Following last month's announcement that Siemens will be the main sponsor of Traffex 2013,
our planning for the UK's most important traffic industry event is now well underway. In addition
to being part of the event's exciting free seminar programme, we are looking forward to
introducing some impressive new products and systems including the latest generation of our
proven and trusted traffic controllers. More details will be released nearer the time.

Free online visitor registration and event details are now available

Long term maintenance in Leicestershire and Rutland
A new 7 year contract has been awarded to Siemens by Leicester City Council on behalf of
the City Council, Leicestershire County Council and Rutland County Council for themaintenance
and inspection of the three Authorities' traffic signalling assets. In addition to servicing traffic
control equipment at almost 900 junctions and pedestrian crossings throughout Leicester,
Leicestershire and Rutland, the scope of work also includes minor civil engineering and slot
cutting works.
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Contact: Rocky Pearson

Electric vehicle charging in Corby
Agreement has been reached with Electric Corby to install Siemens charging points for electric
vehicles at the first of 10 locations in Corby, with a further 10 potential locations being
investigated. With the support of Corby Borough Council, the latest Siemens EV charging
equipment will be installed over the next few months.

The new network of Siemens EV charge points will help Corby strengthen its position as a
leading edge location for 'cleantech' business investment, and bolster the wider 'Plugged in
Midlands' programme and a growing national network of chargers supporting the emerging
market for electric cars and light goods vehicles.

Contact: Mark Bonnor-Moris

Further Siemens equipment for London
Siemens has recently been awarded a significant framework contract by TfL to supply ELV
and LV junction and pedestrian controllers and ELV street furniture, including LED signal heads.
Siemens was the only company to be awarded all nine lots on the framework which included
VA, UTC, MOVA and LRT controllers (both ELV and LV) and ELV street furniture.

Contact: Tom Macmorran

Improved journey times in Middlesbrough
A review of strategic routes in Middlesbrough by Siemens has produced journey time
improvements of up to 24%.

Siemens Consultancy Services group made improvements to the adaptive control on two
separate regions of the Acklam Road corridor scheme, including work to assess junctions and
crossings, re-validate links and re-evaluate the underlying database structure. According to
Alan Madgwick, Principle Engineer for Middlesbrough Council the improvements were made
within the translation plans helping the region perform in a more dynamic way.
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Siemens' experience of adaptive control and associated systems allows us to confidently
recommend the most appropriate control strategy for a particular location. Our portfolio of
SCOOT projects stretches across the UK and to our international customers.

Contact: Martin Andrews

Wireless detection in Edinburgh
Siemens has completed works to implement MOVA at a busy junction on a commuter route
on the outskirts of Edinburgh. Seeking to improve the capacity of the junction, Edinburgh City
Council commissioned Siemens to re-design the junction following a review of its layout and
operation by the company's in-house Consultancy Services experts.

Due to the tidal flow, MOVA was configured with four times of day datasets to deal with the
weekend and weekday scenarios. MOVA detection was implemented using wireless
magnetometers, the first of its kind in Edinburgh.

Contact: Martin Andrews

Follow us on Twitter
Remember that you can now follow us on Twitter to keep up with our latest news and
developments. Find us at www.twitter.com/siemens_traffic

If you would prefer not to receive regular news updates on products and events from Siemens'
Traffic Solutions business in the future, please click on the 'Unsubscribe' link below.
Unsubscribe

Committed to quality traffic solutions and service excellence.
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